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	The two parts of this book treat probability and statistics as mathematical disciplines and with the same degree of rigour as is adopted for other branches of applied mathematics at the level of a British honours degree. They contain the minimum information about these subjects that any honours graduate in mathematics ought to know. They are written primarily for general mathematicians, rather than for statistical specialists or for natural scientists who need to use statistics in their work. No previous knowledge of probability or statistics is assumed, though familiarity with calculus and linear algebra is required. The first volume takes the theory of probability sufficiently far to be able to discuss the simpler random processes, for example, queueing theory and random walks. The second volume deals with statistics, the theory of making valid inferences from experimental data, and includes an account of the methods of least squares and maximum likelihood; it uses the results of the first volume.
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Cubase SX 3 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Get ready to understand, use, and explore the world of music sequencing with this one-stop guide to Cubase SX 3. This introductory book provides you with a solid foundation of Steinberg?s powerful digital music production software. With "Cubase SX 3 Ignite!", you?ll examine the many different tools Cubase has to offer. Screenshots and...
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The New Know: Innovation Powered by Analytics (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Learn to manage and grow successful analytical teams within your business

Examining analytics-one of the hottest business topics today-The New KNOW argues that analytics is needed by all enterprises in order to be successful. Until now, enterprises have been required to know what happened in the past, but in today's...
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Professional Blogging For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Take your hobby to the next level and turn your blog into real income


	Anyone who blogs knows that it is a fun, creative way for sharing thoughts and opinions. Now imagine making money from that hobby! This practical, how-to guide shows you how you can get serious about using your blog and implement advertising, sponsorship,...
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Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It: 60 Ways To Get Real Results In Your OrganizationProductivity Press, 2004
If you seek to produce measurable results in your organization, this book is for you. It provides practical and useful methods that you can use immediately and points out habits you should avoid. Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It is about getting real results and being able to prove them.

The distinct feature of this book is the...
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Probabilistic Databases (Synthesis Lectures on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Probabilistic databases are databases where the value of some attributes or the presence of some records are uncertain and known only with some probability. Applications in many areas such as information extraction, RFID and scientific data management, data cleaning, data integration, and financial risk assessment produce large volumes of...
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MATLAB Machine Learning Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2019

	
		Harness the power of MATLAB to resolve a wide range of machine learning challenges. This book provides a series of examples of technologies critical to machine learning. Each example solves a real-world problem.
	


	
		All code in MATLAB Machine Learning Recipes:  A Problem-Solution Approach is executable....
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